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ABSTRACT

The Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) burden increased in Indian population and even it is increasing in young Indians. There are more ways to treat these patients and coronary stents are one of the option for them. In the present short communication I am presenting the number of trials, number of patients involved and the limitation of the trials conducted in Indian coronary artery disease patients.
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INTRODUCTION

In India the coronary artery disease (CAD) burden increased from last decade and the usage of coronary stents (bare metal and drug eluting Stents) increased. From National Interventional Council (NIC) 2016 data, it is evident that there are more than 4.75 lakhs coronary stents implanted in 2015 year in India and most of them are drug eluting coronary stents. Majority of these coronary stents were imported and having United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) approval and CE mark. As per Drugs and Cosmetics Act, stents are notified medical devices and as per Indian FDA rules if the device is having marketing approval and clinical trials in USA or EU, the same device can import to treat Indian patients without conducting any pre-market clinical investigations but need to conduct Post Market Surveillance (PMS) studies in India.

DISCUSSION

At present, there are more than 10 Indian medical devices companies manufacturing drug eluting coronary stents (ex. 3V NEIL from S3V Vascular Technologies Pvt. Ltd.) at affordable price to Indian CAD patients and some of them have CE mark and exporting to other countries.

As per Clinical Trials Registry India (CTRI), hosted at the Indian Council of Medical Research’s (ICMR’s) National Institute of Medical Statistics (NIMS) (http://nims.icmr.nic.in), is a free and online public record system for registration of clinical trials being conducted in India that was launched on July 20th, 2007 (www.ctri.nic.in). Initiated as a voluntary measure, since June 15th, 2009, trial registration in the CTRI has been made mandatory by the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI). From CTRI, I found there were 30 coronary stent clinical trials registered to date and a total of 13,934 patients involved in research.

From CTRI, I found there were 30 coronary stent clinical trials registered to date and a total of 13,934 patients involved in research. From the registered trials data set, it is evident that:

1. In 29 trials (96.77%) the platform is metal (cobalt chromium or platinum chromium) and in one trial it is Bio-absorbable polymer and it is developed by an indigenous company.

2. The anti-restenotic drugs trend is moved from anti-cancer drugs like paclitaxel to limus
derivatives and particularly in these Everolimus or Sirolimus dominating the market usage.

3. Only one trial is a proof of concept and rest are either registries or Post Marketing Surveillance (PMS) studies.

4. Most of the trials are initiated by sponsor and very less are investigator initiated and only one trial is a post-graduation thesis.

5. Design wise, most of the trials were single arm and very less are randomized control trials.

6. All the patients were followed-up either clinically or telephonically for at-least 1 year in most of the studies but in some studies, the patients were followed up to 6 years.

7. There are three trials recruited only diabetic patients and involves 25.69% (3580/13934) of total patients involved in all stent trials.

8. Twelve trials are initiated and sponsored by Indian medical device manufacturing companies and involve 1799 patients and it accounts 12.91% of total patients involved in coronary stent clinical trials.

9. Two trials are initiated by investigator and involves 2830 patients and it accounts 20.31% of total patients involved in coronary stent clinical trials.

10. Fifteen trials are initiated and sponsored by multinational medical device manufacturing companies (Foreign companies) and involve 9101 patients and it accounts 65.31% of total patients involved in coronary stent clinical trials.

CONCLUSION

From the Indian coronary stents clinical trials, we can say there is a much need to do more trials in CAD patients and these trials are very less when compared to other countries. The foreign stent manufacture are conducting more clinical trials than Indian and best part from the trials is, the investigator initiated trials involves a good population and covers more regions of the country. There are more limitations observed in Indian manufacturers initiated trials and the major one is less sample size, so the further trials initiated by Indian manufacturers need to include a good sample size and power. Finally it is very clear that there is no specific guideline from Indian FDA (CDSCO) on PMS of coronary stents, but as per European or USFDA guidelines PMS are mandate and help the nation with the innovative products.
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